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A B S T R A C T

Benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS) is the most common idiopathic focal childhood epilepsy
associated with either unilateral or bilateral epileptic discharge. Asymmetry as an important characteristic of the
human brain is beneficial for brain functions. However, little is known about on asymmetry of BECTS patients
with different epileptic spikes pattern. In the present study, we investigated functional and structural asym-
metries in unilateral spikes BECTS (U_BECTS) patients and bilateral spikes BECTS (B_BECTS) patients using
resting state functional magnetic resonance images and diffusion tensor imaging. Compared with the controls,
we observed a decreased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric functional connectivity (FC) in primary sensorimotor
cortex (SM1) in U_BECTS and B_BECTS groups, and reduced fractional anisotropy (FA) values of the corpus
callosum (CC) connecting bilateral SM1 were also observed in B_BECTS group. Further region-based FC map
analysis of SM1 demonstrated increased functional asymmetry with ipsilateral hemisphere, contralateral
hemisphere and the whole brain in U_BECTS and increased functional asymmetry with the contralateral
hemisphere and the whole brain in B_BECTS groups. The correlation between functional asymmetry of SM1 and
intelligence quotient scores was found in the U_BECTS group. The altered asymmetries of the SM1 further in-
dicated the important role of SM1 in the pathophysiology of the BECTS. Furthermore, the B_BECTS group also
showed abnormal voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in the temporal pole, the lobule IX of the cerebellum, the
caudate and the occipital cortex relative to the controls. Altogether, our findings provide additional insight into
the neuronal mechanism of BECTS with different epileptic spikes pattern and cognitive impairments with BECTS
patients.

1. Introduction

Benign epilepsy with centrotemporal spikes (BECTS) is a common
idiopathic focal epilepsy syndromes in childhood and accounts for
13–25% of all cases of childhood epilepsy, with an onset between 3 and
13 years of age (Shields and Snead, 2009; Wirrell, 1998). The clinical
manifestations include short-lasting facial sensory-motor symptoms,
and neurophysiological studies indicate that the neural source of epi-
leptic spikes is generally located in the primary sensorimotor cortices
(Legarda et al., 1994; Panayiotopoulos et al., 2008). Among these dis-
charges, approximately 60% are unilateral spikes, and 40% are bilateral
spikes (Wirrell, 1998). Neuropsychological study has demonstrated that
worse performances in nonverbal functions have also been reported in
BECTS with bilateral or right spikes compared with those with left

spikes (Piccirilli et al., 1994). Neuroimaging studies have provided the
evidence that epileptic discharges disturb the cerebral organization
associating with functions, such as the bilateral representation of lan-
guage network in BECTS patients with left spikes (Bedoin et al., 2011;
Monjauze et al., 2011). These findings have shown the impact of the
lateralization of epileptic focal activity on specific cerebral mechan-
isms, which may be important to cognitive impairments in BECTS pa-
tients (Bedoin et al., 2011; Bedoin et al., 2006), such as lower Wechsler
Intelligence Scale and worse motor function (Garcia-Ramos et al., 2015;
Overvliet et al., 2011).

Asymmetry is a characteristic of neuronal organization and is ben-
eficial for functions in human (Toga and Thompson, 2003; Unterberger
et al., 2016). Functional asymmetry, such as strong interhemispheric
interaction of motor cortex in motor function and lateralized
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organization between the hemispheres in cognitive function, is crucial
to healthy development across brain and is affected by disease pro-
cesses (Stark et al., 2008). Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), a non-
invasive technique, provides us showing functional and structural
asymmetry (Hugdahl, 2011). Recently, voxel-mirrored interhemi-
spheric functional connectivity (FC), which examines the correlation of
the time course between each pair of voxels in one hemisphere and its
mirrored counterpart in the other using resting state functional MRI
data, is used to investigate interhemispheric interaction and provides
insights regarding disease processes and healthy development (Zuo
et al., 2010). Aberrant interhemispheric FC asymmetry has been ob-
served in generalized tonic-clonic seizures and mesial temporal lobe
epilepsy (Ji et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2014). Conversely, FC map seeded
at region of interest (ROI) reveals the relationship between the ROI and
other brain regions, and is important to brain functions (Fox and
Raichle, 2007). A neuroimaging study also investigates functional
asymmetry of human brain by establishing that the two hemispheres
have qualitatively different connections within- and between-hemi-
spheres, and provides a direct evidence that asymmetry is associated
with cognitive ability (Gotts et al., 2013). A FC map analysis seeded at
an epileptic focus in frontal epilepsy shows altered functional network
pattern and provide an understanding of seizure initiation and propa-
gation (Luo et al., 2014). Thus, functional asymmetry provides a new
approach to examine the effect of epileptic spikes on cerebral activity in
BECTS patients. Furthermore, Diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) has been
used to evaluate white matter tracts connecting brain regions affected
by epileptic activity. several DTI studies have reported the altered mi-
crostructure of the white matter in brain regions affected by the epi-
leptic activity, especially in pre- and postcentral gyri and the corpus
callosum (CC) (Ciumas et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014).
Herein, we hypothesized that the functional and structural asymmetries
were affected by the epileptic spikes of BECTS patients.

In the present study, all patients were divided into unilateral spikes
BECTS (U_BECTS) and bilateral spikes BECTS (B_BECTS) patients. First,
the functional asymmetry was investigated using the voxel-mirrored
interhemispheric FC in the U_BECTS, B_BECTS and control groups.
Then, the asymmetry based on the FC map was explored by seeding at
regions that exhibited significant differences in the between-groups
comparisons in the above analysis. Furthermore, the structural con-
nectivity of the CC was examined using DTI analysis, because the CC,
which is the largest commissural white matter pathway and an essential
component for brain interhemispheric communication (Hugdahl,
2011), is also the major pathway for transferring seizure activities be-
tween two hemispheres (Unterberger et al., 2016). Finally, the re-
lationship between asymmetry and clinical characteristics and cogni-
tive performances was also analyzed in BECTS patients.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

All BECTS patients were enrolled over a three-year period (from
June 2012 to Aug 2015) from the pediatric epilepsy outpatient and
inpatient department in Affiliated Hospital of North Sichuan Medical
College, Nanchong, China. This study was reviewed and approved by
the Ethical Committee of the Affiliated Hospital of North Sichuan
Medical College, and all subjects (or their parents) provided informed
consent for this study. All subjects underwent twenty-four-hour video-
EEG recordings before diagnosis, and were sorted into unilateral spikes
BECTS (U_BECTS) and bilateral spikes BECTS (B_BECTS). The inclusion
criteria included (i) the diagnosis of BECTS patients were established in
accordance with the criteria of the International League Against
Epilepsy (ILAE) (Berg et al., 2010) by pediatric epileptologists (X.W.,
Y.Z., and Y.H.); (ii) no patients had other accompanying neurologic
disorders, psychological disorders or brain lesions; (iii) normal brain
MRI scans. The U_BECTS subgroup consisted of 23 right-handed

patients, and the B_BECTS subgroup consisted of 20 right-handed pa-
tients. Twenty-four right-handed, healthy subjects who were between 5
and 16 years of age were recruited as a control group. All of the subjects
were individually evaluated using the Chinese version of the Wechsler
Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-III, http://www.pearsonclinical.
nl/tests), including verbal conceptual reasoning (verbal intelligence
quotient, VIQ), nonverbal reasoning (performance intelligence quo-
tient, PIQ), and full scale intelligence quotient (FSIQ).

2.2. Image acquisition

All subjects were scanned using a 3T MRI scanner (MR750; GE
Discovery,) with an eight-channel, standard, whole head coil. To
minimize head motion, foam pads were used to fix the subjects’ heads.
Axial anatomical T1-weighted images acquisition used a 3-dimensional
fast spoiled gradient echo (T1-3DFSPGR) sequence, generating 152
slices [echo time (TE) = 1.984 ms, repetition time (TR) = 6.008 ms,
flap angle (FA) = 90, matrix = 256 × 256, field of view (FOV)
= 25.6 × 25.6 cm2, slice thickness (no gap) = 1 mm]. Resting state
functional MRI data were acquired using gradient-echo EPI sequences
(TR = 2000 ms, TE = 30 ms, FA = 90°, matrix = 64 × 64,
FOV = 24 × 24 cm2, slice thickness = 4 mm (no gap), 32 slices per
volume). All subjects underwent a 410 s resting state scan to yield 205
vols. To ensure magnetic field (B0) stabilization, the first five volumes
were discarded. During the functional data scanning, the subjects were
instructed to keep their eyes closed without falling asleep. The DTI
acquisition used a single-shot spin-echo planar imaging sequence
(matrix = 256 × 256, voxel size = 1.8 × 1.8 × 3 mm3, 50 slices cov-
ered the whole brain). One unweighted (b = 0 s/mm2) and 30 diffu-
sion-weighted (b = 1000 s/mm2) image volumes were collected for 20
BECTS patients (10 B_BECTS and 10 U_BECTS) and 20 controls.

2.3. Functional images preprocessing

Functional imaging data were processed using the SPM8 software
(http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) and MATLAB Version 13a plat-
forms (http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/matlab/). First, func-
tional images were corrected for the slice-timing and realigned for the
head motion correction. The subjects with head motion that was greater
than 2 mm of translation and 20 of rotation during scanning were ex-
cluded. In addition, the translation and rotation of the subjects were
assessed by frame wise displacement (FD),

= + + + + +FD Δd Δd Δd Δα Δβ Δγi ix iy iz i i i , where i is the i-th
time point, and Δdix= d(i−1)x− dix (similarly for the other head mo-
tion/rotation parameters). FD0 was set to zero and rotational dis-
placements were converted from radians to millimeters. (Power et al.,
2012) No significant differences were found among three groups in FD
(mean± SD, B_BECTS 0.078 ± 0.041, U_BECTS 0.07 ± 0.032, con-
trols 0.097 ± 0.065, F = 1.57, P = 0.217). Next, the individual T1
images were coregistered to functional images and then segmented into
gray matter (GM), cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), and white matter (WM).
The resulting data were normalized to the MNI space, and these
transformation parameters were applied to the functional images (re-
sampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm3). To account for differences in the geo-
metric configuration between hemispheres, the preprocessed functional
data were transformed to a symmetric space using a group-specific,
symmetrical template, which was generated by all averaged and left-
right mirrored normalized GM images. Finally, the functional images
were spatially smoothed using an isotropic Gaussian kernel (6 mm full-
width at half maximum).

2.4. Voxel-mirrored interhemispheric functional connectivity

Before FC analysis, linear trends and a phase-insensitive filter
(0.01–0.08 Hz) were applied to reduce the effects of low frequency drift
and high frequency physiological noise. Several nuisance signals,
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including six head-motion parameters, WM signal, CSF signal, and
global signal were regressed out using a general linear model. Then,
Pearson’s correlation coefficients were computed between the time
courses of each pair of mirrored voxels in two hemispheres for each
subject. The coefficients were assigned to the mirrored voxel. Then,
voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC map (Fisher’s r-to-z transformed)
was obtained for each subject. Finally, group-level analysis was pro-
duced using the random effect one-sample t-test in SPM8 for each
group. Differences of voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC among three
groups (U_BECTS, B_BECTS and the controls) were analyzed using a
one-way AVOVA (P < 0.01, cluster volume > 621 mm3), and the
post hoc two-sample t-test for each pair of groups (P < 0.005, cluster
volume > 621 mm3) with an explicit mask from the ANOVA analysis
between groups.

2.5. Functional asymmetry of ROI-based FC map

To further explore FC asymmetry, we investigated asymmetry
characteristics of FC maps of ROIs exhibiting significantly different
voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC. Because the ROIs were symmetric
(i.e., the m ROIs are equivalent to m/2 pair of ROIs), the FC asymmetry
were evaluated for each pair of ROIs. At first, Pearson’s correlation
coefficients were calculated between the mean time course of each ROI
and the time course of all other voxels in the whole brain, and FC maps
were obtained for each ROI and subject. To determine the connection
pattern, FC maps were binarized according to the setting connection
threshold. While considering that no other gold standard exists for
setting the threshold of FC, we chose an ergodic correlation threshold
that ranged from 0.3 to 0.75 at the intervals of 0.05. Voxels that were
larger than the threshold were set to 1. Otherwise, they were set to 0.
For a given ROI pair (Xr andXl), the number of voxels, which were
larger than the threshold, was summed for the whole brain in the ip-
silateral and contralateral hemispheres. Thus, there were six FC attri-
butes for each ROI pair. For the right ROI (Xr), NRr represents the
number of suprathreshold connections in the right hemisphere with Xr,
NLr represents the number in the left hemisphere with Xr, and NAr re-
presents the number in whole brain (NRr + NLr). For the left ROI (Xl),
NLl represents the number of suprathreshold connections in the left
hemisphere with Xl, NRl represents the number in right hemisphere with
Xl, NAl represents the number in the whole brain (NRl + NLl).

Therefore, two asymmetry characteristics (sketched in Fig. 1), in-
cluding asymmetry indexes (AIs) and lateralization indexes (LIs), were
calculated based on these FC attributes:

1) The FC AIs of ROIs were defined using the following formula:
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AIipsi (AIcontral, AIglobal) is expressed as a continuous variable from 0 (i.e.,
the connection of right and left ROIs with ipsilateral hemispheric
[contralateral hemispheric, all brain] voxels is equal) to 1 (i.e., either
the right or left ROI has no connection with ipsilateral hemispheric
[contralateral hemispheric, all brain] voxels). A larger value of AIipsi
indicates a larger difference of FC between the right and left ROI with
ipsilateral hemispheric voxels. Conversely, a lower value indicates a
smaller difference.

2) The FC LIs of ROIs in B_BECTS group and the controls were de-
fined using the following formula:
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LIipsi (LIcontra, LIglobal) is expressed as a continuous variable from −1
(i.e., the right ROI has no connection with ipsilateral hemispheric
[contralateral hemispheric, all brain] voxels) to 1 (i.e., the left ROI has
no connection with ipsilateral hemispheric[contralateral hemispheric,
all brain] voxels). A value of LIipsi greater than zero represents the right
lateralization of FC between the ROIs with ipsilateral hemispheric
voxels, and a value less than 0 indicates left lateralization.

3) In U_BECTS patients, we explored the FC lateralization of the ROI
with the hemisphere ipsilateral (LIipsi) and contralateral (LIcontra) to
spikes using the above formula. Here, we flipped the FC maps of
U_BECTS with left spikes; thus, all U_BECTS were considered as the
consistent epileptic focus with right spikes.

Before the statistical analysis of the ROI-based FC asymmetry, the
normal distribution of values of asymmetry was tested for each group.
Otherwise, variable transformation was used to normalize the values of
the asymmetry. Differences among the three groups of AIs, one of ROI-
based FC asymmetry characteristic, were analyzed using a one-way
ANOVA following the post hoc two-sample t-test for each pair of
groups. For the LIs of FC, thus, the other ROI-based FC asymmetry
characteristic, we investigated the difference of between the B_BECTS
group and controls using a two-sample t-test. For the U_BECTS group,
one-sample t-test was used to compare the distribution of LI values
against zero. All statistical threshold of P value was set at 0.05.

2.6. Diffusion tensor imaging analysis

Preprocessing of DTI data were carried out using the FMRIB
Software Library (FSL; http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl). At first, the T1
eddy currents and head motion were corrected using affine registration

Fig. 1. Schematic of asymmetry characteristics of FC maps by
seeding at X. There are two symmetry regions in both hemi-
spheres: Xland Xr. First, the functional connection maps with
the regions Xland Xr were calculated in whole brain respec-
tively. The functional maps were divided into right and left
hemispheres. Then, the number of voxels with suprathreshold
connections was determined for each hemisphere like in this
chart. Thus, A represents the number of suprathreshold con-
nections in left hemisphere with Xl; B represents the number
in right hemisphere with Xl; C represents the number of su-
prathreshold connections in right hemisphere with Xr; D re-
presents the number in left hemisphere with Xr. Final, six FC
map attributes were defined. AIipsi represents FC asymmetry
index of X with ipsilateral hemispheric voxels; AIcontral re-
presents FC asymmetry index of X with contralateral hemi-
spheric voxels; AIglobal represents FC asymmetry index of X
with all brain voxels; LIipsi represents FC lateralization index
of X with ipsilateral hemispheric voxels; LIcontral represents FC
lateralization index of X with contralateral hemispheric
voxels; LIglobal represents FC lateralization index of X with all
brain voxels.
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to the average image of three non-weighted images. Then, a diffusion
tensor model was fitted to generate fractional anisotropy (FA) maps for
each subject. To evaluate the effect of epileptic spikes on the structural
connectivity of the CC in the BECTS patients, for each subject, 1) we
drew the CC at individual’s FA map manually. 2) The CC mask was used
as the seed region for probabilistic tractography with five brain regions
(i.e. frontal cortex, primary sensory-motor cortex (SM1), parietal
cortex, occipital cortex and temporal cortex) in individual space as
classification targets. 3) Hard segmentation of the CC region into five
distinct subregions was performed according to the number of samples
seeded from each voxel in CC reaching the five target mask respec-
tively. 4) Deterministic tracking was performed for each CC subregion
using Diffusion Toolkit (Mori et al., 1999) using an FA threshold of 0.2
and a maximum curvature of 300. Subjects whose streamline count was
less than 20 were excluded in further analysis. Statistical analysis was
performed using along-tract statistics (Colby et al., 2012). Before the
statistical analysis, for each subject, the raw streamlines were re-para-
meterized using cubic B-spline curves. The streamlines are reoriented at
the middle point of the two hemispheres and resampled with 100
vertices along their length in each hemisphere. The group differences of
FA value at each point along the tract and at the entire track were
carried out using ANOVAs (p < 0.05) and the post hoc two-sample t-
test for each pair of groups (p < 0.05).

2.7. Clinical correlations

To explore the relationship between the neuroimaging measures
and the clinical behavior features (age at onset, VIQ, PIQ, FSIQ) of
BECTS, a partial correlation analysis was performed between all
asymmetry and clinical behavior measurements controlling for age,
gender and medicine.

3. Results

3.1. Demographic and neuropsychological test

Four BECTS and four control subjects were excluded due to ex-
cessive head motion, and one BECTS patient was excluded for a lack of
raw data. Twenty U_BECTS, 18 B_BECTS and 20 controls were finally
included for further functional asymmetry analysis. Only 20 BECTS
patients and 20 controls underwent an MRI scans for DTI with the same
scan protocols. The demographic, clinical and neuropsychological
parameters for all 38 patients are shown in Table 1. Both the U_BECTS
and B_BECTS groups showed significantly lower performance
(p < 0.001) on the WISC-III subscales relative to the controls
(Table 1).

3.2. Voxel-mirrored interhemispheric functional connectivity

ANOVA analysis showed between-groups differences of voxel-mir-
rored interhemispheric FC in the primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1),
the temporal pole (TP), the lobule IX of the cerebellum, the caudate and
the occipital cortex (Fig. 2, Table 2). The post-hoc t-tests indicated that
U_BECTS group exhibited decreased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric
FC in SM1 compared with the controls, while B_BECTS group exhibited
a decreased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in SM1 and the occi-
pital cortex and increased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in the TP
and the lobule IX of the cerebellum and the caudate relative to the
controls (Fig. 2). However, no significant differences of voxel-mirrored
interhemispheric FC were found between the B_BECTS and U_BECTS
groups.

3.3. FC asymmetry of ROI-based FC map

According to the significant differences of voxel-mirrored inter-
hemispheric FC between groups, five pairs of ROIs (bilateral SM1, the
TP, the caudate, the occipital cortex and the lobule IX of the cere-
bellum) were chosen for the further ROI-based FC asymmetry analysis.
Because the high threshold might result in a null connection to the
contralateral hemisphere (such as NLr or NRl = 0, NRr/NRl represents the
number of suprathreshold connections in the right/left hemisphere with
left/right ROI), the minimum cluster size of connections was defined for
this case. In addition, 10 voxels was set to avoid strange voxels.
According to this rule, the connection threshold to the ipsilateral
hemisphere and the whole brain ranged from 0.3 to 0.75 at the intervals
of 0.05, but the connection threshold to contralateral hemisphere
ranged from 0.3 to 0.6 at the intervals of 0.05.

For AIs, an ANOVA analysis showed significant differences in SM1.
Further post-hoc analyses showed increases in all AIs of SM1 in
U_BECTS, and increased AIcontra and AIglobalof SM1 in B_BECTS com-
pared to the controls (Fig. 3). The two BECTS groups show no sig-
nificant differences in all AIs. For LIs, B_BECTS group showed decreased
LIipsi and LIglobal of the TP relative to the controls (Fig. 3). In U_BECTS
group, the FC lateralization did not reach statistical significance.

3.4. Diffusion tensor imaging

Eleven controls, 5 U_BECTS and 5 B_BECTS patients were included
in the statistical analysis while streamline counts were more than 20.
An ANOVA analysis showed that the CC connecting to the bilateral SM1
had significant group interactions while more than 10 successive points
along the tract were set (Fig. 4). Post-hoc test analysis indicated that the
B_BECTS group exhibited lower FA relative to U_BECTS group (Fig. 4).
For the tract connecting to bilateral SM1, no group differences were
found when FA values were averaged across the entire tract.

Table 1
Demographic, clinical and neuropsychological test of all subjects.

U_BECTS B_BECTS Controls P value

Gender(male/female) 20(13/7) 18(9/9) 20(13/7) 0.558a

Age(Year) 9.7 ± 2.02 9.14 ± 1.43 9.67 ± 2.55 0.663b

Age at onset(Year) 8.72 ± 1.95 8.25 ± 1. 86 – 0.461c

WISC
VIQ (Mean ± SD) 84.05 ± 5.95 81.67 ± 9.46 100.85 ± 5.86 <0.001b

PIQ (Mean ± SD) 94.8 ± 9.18 91.39 ± 12.54 115.62 ± 6.02 <0.001b

FSIQ (Mean ± SD) 87.65 ± 6.9 85 ± 10.89 108.46 ± 6.2 <0.001b

Abbreviations; U_BECTS: benign focal epilepsy of childhood with centrotemporal spikes with unilateral spikes; B_BECTS: benign focal epilepsy of childhood with centrotemporal spikes
with bilateral spikes; WISC: Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children; VIQ: Verbal Intellignece Quotient; PIQ: Performance Intellignece Quotient; FSIQ: Full Scale Intelligence Quotient.

a Chi-square test.
b one-way analysis of variance.
c two-sample t-test.
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3.5. Clinical correlations

The significant positive correlation between voxel-mirrored inter-
hemispheric FC of SM1 and PIQ and FSIQ were observed in U_BECTS
patients, controlling for age, gender and medicine (Fig. 2d). Regarding
the ROI-based FC asymmetry, we averaged the AIs and LIs over the
range of connection thresholds (the connection threshold to the ipsi-
lateral hemisphere and the whole brain ranged from 0.3 to 0.75; the
connection threshold to the contralateral hemisphere ranged from 0.3
to 0.6). The relationship between the average AIs and LIs and the
clinical and neuropsychological measures were examined using partial

correlation analysis. In U_BECTS, a negative correlation was found
between the AIipsi and AIglobal of the SM1 and PIQ and FSIQ (Fig. 5). In
the B_BECTS group, a negative correlation was found between the LIipsi
and LIglobal of the TP and PIQ (Fig. 5). However, no significant corre-
lation between neuroimaging measures and age at onset was observed
in BECTS patients.

4. Discussion

The present study explored the functional and structural asymme-
tries in both U_BECTS and B_BECTS groups using resting-state fMRI and
DTI. We made two observations. First, compared to the controls, both
U_BECTS and B_BECTS groups demonstrated an altered voxel-mirrored
interhemispheric FC in SM1, and the lower FA value of the CC con-
necting bilateral SM1 was also found in B_BECTS group relative to the
U_BECTS group; further ROI-based FC map analysis showed
increasedAIipsi, AIcontra and AIglobal of SM1 in the U_BECTS group and
increased AIcontra and AIglobal of SM1 in the B_BECTS group. The corre-
lation between functional asymmetry in SM1 and IQ was found in the
U_BECTS group. Second, B_BECTS group also demonstrated abnormal
voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in the TP, the caudate and the lo-
bule IX of the cerebellum and the occipital cortex，and the FC map
analysis showed a decreased LIipsi and LIglobal in the TP. Furthermore, a
negative correlation between the LIipsi and LIglobal in the TP and PIQ was
found in the B_BECTS group. These findings, altered asymmetry in
BECTS patients particularly in the SM1, provided a better under-
standing of the pathophysiology of the BECTS with different epileptic
spikes pattern.

Previous research has demonstrated that the epileptogenic zone is
located in the primary sensorimotor cortices (Boor et al., 2007; Legarda

Fig. 2. Results of the voxel-mirrored interhemispheric functional connectivity between groups by one-way ANOVA analysis (p < 0.01, cluster size > 621 mm3) (a), and a post-hoc test
between two BECTS groups and the controls (P < 0.005, cluster size > 621 mm3) (b, c); the negative correlation between voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in SM1 and PIQ and FSIQ
in U_BECTS group (d). Δin scatter diagram represents the adjusted values controlling for the influence of the gender, age and AEDs (linear regression with covariates including gender, age
and AEDs). PIQ: Performance Intelligence Quotient; FSIQ: Full Scale Intelligence Quotient.

Table 2
Significant difference of voxel-mirrored interhemispheric functional connectivity among
two BECTS groups and the controls by an ANOVA analysis (p < 0.01, cluster size >
621 mm3).

Brain Regions Brodman Area
(BA)

MNI coordinatea F value Cluster
size
(mm3)

X Y Z

Lobule IX of the
cerebellum

12 –51 −39 16.83 1269

Primary
sensorimotor
cortex

BA 6 48 −9 33 13.10 4374

Temporal Pole BA 38 39 9 −27 13.05 1701
Occipital cortex BA18 21 −93 9 8.78 648
Caudate 15 18 −9 7.35 783

a The coordinate of regions in the right hemisphere (the regions of significant differ-
ence are symmetric, and the coordinate of regions in the left hemisphere was not listed in
the table).
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et al., 1994). Here, both the U_BECTS and B_BECTS patients showed
decreased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in the SM1, which was
concordant with the epileptogenic zone that included localization, as
indicated by the EEG and EEG-fMRI measures. Recent neuroimaging
studies have reported functional abnormalities with regard to local
activity (Tang et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2015; Zhu et al., 2015) and
functional integration of networks (Ji et al., 2016; Koelewijn et al.,
2015; Luo et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2015), which support the functional
abnormalities of the sensorimotor cortex in BECTS patients. In the
present study, both BECTS groups demonstrated decreased voxel-mir-
rored interhemispheric FC in SM1, although the BECTS patients with
bilateral spikes were distinguished from those with unilateral spikes.
Evidences from fMRI studies revealed the strongest interhemispheric FC
in sensorimotor cortex during brain development (Zuo et al., 2010).
Thus, decreased voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC in SM1 found in
two BECTS groups suggested that interhemispheric connectivity be-
tween bilateral SM1 was prone to be affected by either unilateral or

bilateral epileptic activity. Furthermore, we observed a positive corre-
lation between voxel-based interhemispheric FC of SM1 and PIQ and
FSIQ in U_BECTS patients.

The CC, which provided a pathway for communication between the
two hemisphere, was believed to be involved in the propagation of
epileptic activities (Unterberger et al., 2016). In the present study, we
also evaluated the structural asymmetry of the CC connecting to in-
terhemispheric regions in the BECTS patients using along-tract statis-
tics, and found reduced FA values of the CC connecting to bilateral SM1
in the B_BECTS group relative to U_BECTS group. Recent several DTI
studies have found altered microstructure of WM including the CC and
epileptic foci (i.e. SM1) in BECTS patients (Ciumas et al., 2014; Kim
et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2014). Our finding added to the evidence that
the white matter microstructure of the CC was affected by epileptic
activity. Here, lower FA values of the CC connecting to bilateral SM1 in
the B_BECTS group relative to U_BECTS group might suggest that the
bilateral repetitive seizures affect white matter microstructure more
seriously. Altogether, our findings, altered voxel-mirrored interhemi-
spheric FC and fiber connectivity in SM1, might be associated with
BECTS.

To further investigate the FC asymmetry, we computed asymmetry
characteristics of FC maps of regions exhibiting different voxel-based
FC with voxels in the ipsilateral hemisphere, the contralateral hemi-
sphere and the whole brain. We observed significantly altered FC
asymmetry of SM1 between groups. Increased AIcontra and AIglobal of
SM1 (here, increased AIcontra represents that FC strength of bilateral
SM1 with voxels of contralateral hemisphere is different, i.e., FC pattern
of bilateral SM1 is more asymmetric) were observed in the U_BECTS
and B_BECTS groups, but increased the AIipsi in SM1 was only observed
in the U_BECTS group. Moreover, the FC lateralization was also ex-
amined to reveal the impact of epileptic spikes lateralization on the
side-oriented FC lateralization, and the decreased LIcontra in SM1 was
found in B_BECTS group relative to the controls. For the U_BECTS
group, the lateralization of FC maps in the hemisphere ipsilateral and
contralateral to spikes was explored and did not reach statistical sig-
nificance. FC asymmetry, qualitative patterns of lateralized cortical
interactions within- and between-hemispheres, can be beneficial for

Fig. 3. Significant differences of AIs (upper row) and LIs (lower row). Pentagram represents significant difference between groups by one-way ANOVA, diamond represents significant
difference between the U_BECTS group and the controls by two-sample t-test; square represents significant difference between the B_BECTS group and the controls by two-sample t-test.
AI: asymmetry index; B_BECTS: bilateral spikes BECTS; SM1: primary sensorimotor cortex; LI: lateralization index; TP: temporal pole; U_BECTS: unilateral spikes BECTS.

Fig. 4. Tracts with significant group differences in the corpus callosum (CC) connecting
bilateral primary sensorimotor cortex (SM1) are shown. The locations of significant dif-
ferences among 3 groups (one-way ANOVA analysis, p < 0.05 and 13 successive points
along the tract) are indicated with light green rectangle and significant differences of the
mean fractional anisotropy (FA) values among 3 groups are shown in the left histogram (*
p < 0.05). B_BECTS: bilateral spikes BECTS; U_BECTS: unilateral spikes BECTS. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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brain function, such as cognitive ability (Gotts et al., 2013). Neuroi-
maging studies have reported that the SM1 was also involved in cog-
nitive function, except for motor function (Fox et al., 2006). Negative
correlation between the AIipsi and AIglobal of SM1 and PIQ and FSIQ was
observed in the U_BECTS group. Here, we observed the correlation only
in the U-BECTS group. We speculated that the unilateral epileptic dis-
charge mainly affected the ipsilateral hemispheric regions. Therefore,
the U_BECTS patients might show more significant alteration of the
functional asymmetries than the B_BECTS patients. In addition, the
correlation analysis was evaluated by the average of the AIs and LIs
over the range of connection thresholds, and the use of an average
might affect the correlation analysis. Taken together, these findings, the
altered functional asymmetry of SM1 in two BECTS subgroups as ex-
pected, might improve understanding of the neuronal mechanisms of
the BECTS patients with different epileptic spikes pattern and were
associated with impaired cognitive function in BECTS patients.

Although BECTS is a positive prognosis for seizure remission, re-
searchers have documented impaired cognitive function in BECTS pa-
tients (Cerminara et al., 2010; Garcia-Ramos et al., 2015). We observed
abnormal voxel-mirrored interhemispheric FC of cognitive-related re-
gions (i.e. the TP, the caudate and the lobule IX of the cerebellum) and
the decreased LIipsi and LIglobal of the TP in the B_BECTS group compared
to the controls. Here, a decreased LIipsi of the TP represented that FC of
bilateral TP with voxels in ipsilateral hemisphere had less asymmetrical
pattern. The TP has been known to be involved in language function
and social cognition system and was influenced by neurological dis-
eases (Blaizot et al., 2010; Olson et al., 2007). The alteration of local
activity in the TP was also found in other studies of BECTS (Tang et al.,
2014). Furthermore, negative correlation between LIipsi and LIglobal of
the TP and PIQ was also found in the B_BECTS group. Studies of the
corticostriatal circuitry have been verified the caudate associating with
cognitive function except for motor function (Grahn et al., 2008).
Neuroimaging studies also demonstrated that BECTS affected striatal
function and structure in striatum (Lin et al., 2012; Luo et al., 2015).
The lobule IX of the cerebellum, which was believed to connect with the
DMN (Habas et al., 2009), was also found to be abnormal in B_BECTS
group. Taken together, these wide altered asymmetries suggested the
effects of bilateral epileptic spikes on asymmetry in B_BECTS patients,
and were associated with cognitive impairment in BECTS patients.

Several limitations should be noted in the present study. First, our
findings highlighted the functional and structural interhemispheric
asymmetry of the BECTS patients with unilateral and bilateral spikes,

but diagnosed focus may not be considered absolute and definitive due
to its propagation. Second, the asymmetric cortical structure was
transformed to the spatial symmetric template to gain the spatial cor-
responding regions. Third, the use of antiepileptic drugs can affect the
brain activity of patients. Therefore, further studies concerning homo-
genous patients are needed. Fourth, the relative small sample size
would be a shortage of the DTI study. In the future, more subjects are
necessary to verify the altered structural connectivity of the CC. Fourth,
additional neuropsychological tests (e.g. the motor performances) are
needed to investigate the correlation between cognitive dysfunction
and asymmetry deficits.

5. Conclusion

The altered functional and structural asymmetry of the SM1 found
in both BECTS group further indicated the key role of the SM1 in the
pathophysiology of the BECTS. Furthermore, the B_BECTS group ex-
hibited abnormal asymmetry in wide brain regions (including the TP,
caudate, lobule IX of the cerebellum). In addition, we also found a
correlation between functional asymmetry of SM1 and FIQ and FSIQ in
the U_BECTS group and between FC asymmetry of the TP and FIQ and
FSIQ in the B_BECTS group. Our findings might provide additional in-
sight into the neuronal mechanisms of BECTS with different epileptic
spikes pattern and cognitive impairments with BECTS patients.
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